May we bend with
the wind,
May we dance with
the leaves,
May we shine with
the sparks,
May we sing with the
trees,
May we flow with the
stream,
May we gather the
seeds,
May we kneel on the
earth
and give birth to our
dreams.
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What if I actually gave
myself what I want?
Where would trusting
desire lead me?

Spring Magic
Mini
Prayerbook
spots of time
and dollops of
delight for our
patrons
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Arise!
Let us greet this morning
with smiling faces
Hair unbound
Hearts full of glee
Birdsong in one hand
Roses in the other
Let us dance to River’s
music
And Earth’s heartbeat
Under quickening leaves
We are full with the
promise of spring.

“Waters of healing forever
upwelling,
Blood of the Goddess that
flows through my veins
A blessing I offer as I ask
your blessing—
Cleanse body and spirit of
stresses and strains…”
—Diana Paxson in
SageWoman Magazine
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Spring Body
Blessing
Take a deep breath
let your chest expand
feel the tightness
near your heart
soften and ease.
Taste the freedom
in the air
feel the singing
in your veins.
Put a hand
on your heart.
Feel your breath
come in and out
and rest for a moment
in gratitude for this day
and for your own
powerful
creative
mysterious
beingness
on this earth.
May you breathe deep.
Breathe peace.
You are whole.
You are capable.
You are here.

A Web of Remembrance
“Instead of planting our
solitude with our own
dream blossoms, we
choke the space with
continuous music, chatter,
and companionship to
which we do not even
listen. It is simply there to
fill the vacuum. When the
noise stops there is not
inner music to take its
place.”
–Anne Morrow Lindbergh,
Gift from the Sea

I believe there are places
where roses remember raindrops
and the taste of sun.
Berries remember the rooting
of canes in earth.
Milkweed remembers the feet
of butterflies.
Oak branches remember
the delicate weight of wren.
And stones
remember the long-ago
touch of the sea.
Perhaps the breeze remembers
October
and the skies the sound of thunder.
Perhaps we all weave a web of
remembrance
that stitches the world together.
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Awakening

May you awaken your longing
and run with it,
listening and laughing
under thunder and sun.
May you awaken your trust
and dance with it,
spinning brave circles
and beautiful steps
over sand, stone, and shore.
May you awaken your devotion
and walk with it,
step by step in every day,
the painful and the precious,
the mystical and the mundane.
May you awaken your joy
and savor it,
rolling it across your tongue,
sliding it through your fingers,
twining it around your hips,
alive and shining.
May you awaken your curiosity
and follow it,
light footsteps skipping easily
through shadows and away
from certainties
into the soft unknown.
May you awaken your power
and hold it,
balanced loosely but firmly
across your open hands,
allowing it to soak into your
skin until it takes root within
where it can never be silenced again.

Spring Party

Let us love the
ordinary
and let it whisper of
the magic
right below the
skin.

It is spring
and you’re invited
to the party,
may you bring good tidings
and bouquets of delight,
garbing yourself with glee,
spreading willing petals to the sun,
trusting your own blooming
and unfolding,
and breathing in the
wild enchantment
of being alive
upon the soil
and sweetness of this day....
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